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On Nonparametric Surfaces of Constant Mean Curvature. (*)

ROBERT FINN (**) - ENRICO GIUSTI (***)

dedicated to Jean Leray

Let u(x) define a surface of mean curvature H _--_ 1 over an n-dimen-

sional domain D, that is, let u(x) be a solution in D of

It was observed by S. Bernstein [1], by E. Heinz [2] and by S. S. Chern [3]
that 5) cannot strictly contain a closed ball BR of radius in fact, an
integration of (1) over B R yields

where v is the exterior directed unit normal. Since  1, we find
from (2)

where 2 and ware volume and surface of the unit n-ball, and thus R  1.
Finn [4] showed that if Ð contains the open ball Bi then 0 coincides

with this ball and describes a lower hemisphere, = Uo - 

that is, the open ball Bl admits, essentially, only a single solution of (1).
This result leads naturally to the conjecture that the manifold of such

surfaces defined over BR is progressively more restricted as 1. Speci-

(*) This work was supported in part by N.S.F. grant MPS72-04967A02 and
in part by the C.N.R. Part of the work was completed while the former author
was visiting at Università di Genova in the Spring of 1974, and part while both
were at Universitat Bonn in the Summer of 1975.

(**) Stanford University.
(***) Universith di Trento.
Pervenuto alla Redazione 1’8 Marzo 1976.
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fically, Finn conjectured that if a solution u(x) of (1) is defined over B~ and
if then all derivatives of u(x) are bounded at the center of BR,
the bound depending only on R and in no other way on the function u(x).
Further, as R - 1 all solutions in BR should tend in any fixed BR, uniformly
with all derivatives, y to the lower hemisphere.

We note the hypothesis is necessary; the function

which defines a cylinder inclined with angle to the plane u = 0,
covers the ball B1/n for any a, but -~ oo as 
In the present paper we establish the conjecture in the case n = 2 for all R

exceeding a critical value 0.565 406 233 2 ..., and we show the conjec-
ture fails if R  Ro .
Our procedure is to compare a given solution u(x) of

with a particular solution v(x), which will be chosen to majorize the gradient
of u (x ) at the center x = 0. We obtain such a v (x ) as solution of a « capil-
lary problem » in a « moon domain » D as indicated in Figure 1. This solu-

Figure: 1

tion has also an independent interest as a solution of (3) in a characteristic
domain corresponding to singular data, analogous to the surfaces described
by Spruck in [5].

The comparison method was used previously by Finn [6] to obtain a
gradient bound for minimal surfaces z(x, y) depending on a bound for 
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In that case the comparison function was accordingly determined as the
solution of a particular Dirichlet problem, depending on the solution z.

In the present work we require a « universal » comparison function, suitable
for any conceivable solution of (3). The natural defining condition appears
in the « capillary problem », in which the solution surface is required to make
a prescribed angle with the cylinder projecting onto the boundary of the
domain of definition. We prescribe the respective angles 0 and a on the
two arcs of D, and we show that the corresponding solution serves as a

universal majorant for the gradient.
We prove the existence of the majorizing solution in § III. In § I we

apply the solution, in a canonical configuration, to obtain the gradient
bound, for any solution of (3) defined in a disk BR of radius R &#x3E; Ro. Our

estimates are, at least in principle, explicit. In § IV we show by a direct
construction that the choice I~o cannot be improved.
The method as described above yields a gradient bound in a disk 

but provides no information as to what happens outside this disk. We show
in § II by an indirect reasoning that as .R --~ 1 any solution in B B, toge-
ther with all its derivatives, must approximate a lower hemisphere in any
compact subdomain. Here the convergence estimate from above is obtained
simply and explicitly starting with the gradient estimate in We

found the estimate from below, however, to be more difficult.
The results of this paper are evidently related to S. Bernstein’s theorem [7]

that a minimal surface z(x, y) defined over the (x, y) plane is itself a plane.
The result of Finn cited above presents a natural analogue of that theorem
for surfaces of prescribed mean curvature; the present paper in turn extends
the result to surfaces defined over a domain « close » to the maximal domain

of definition.

The analogous extension for minimal surfaces could perhaps be regarded
as the a priori bound on second derivatives, due originally to Heinz,
cf. [8, 9, 10]. This type of bound has been obtained also for surfaces of pre-
scribed mean curvature by Spruck [11, 12] ; it does not, however, seem to
imply the more precise information contained in the present results.
In the interest of simplicity we present all results for the case of con-

stant mean curvature H == 1. The case of general constant H # 0 is ob-

tained by a similarity transformation. Without essential change a corre-
sponding result can be obtained also for variable .H(x) bounded from zero,
under reasonable smoothness hypotheses; we shall not go into this matter
here in detail. It seems likely that an analogue of the equation class studied
in [13, 6] will also be accessible to the method. We have not however in-
vestigated this direction.
Most of the results in this paper have been obtained independently by
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E. Bombieri. His method, although indirect, extends to any dimension n
and yields the same value for .Ro if n = 2. His paper will appear elsewhere.

It is a pleasure for us to thank E. Bombieri for a number of helpful com-
ments. We are indebted also to Giovanni Giusti, who generously sacri-

ficed his paper airplane so that his father could read his co-author’s proposal
for the proof of a theorem.

I. - The gradient estimate.

In this section we assume Theorem 4 and use it to prove the central

gradient bound.

LEMMA 1. 1. Let u(x) be a solution of (3) in a disk BR: Ixl  R. -Let 9)

be a domain with the properties:

a) the boundary a9) = 1-’1-f- 1’2 + po + qo, where F1, F2. are relatively open
and po, I qo are points;

b) there is an arc S and extending to such that the maximum

distance of any point p E S to a~ is less than R;

c) there exists a bounded solution v(x) of (3) in Ð, such that ’V. 
for any approach to F~, ’V. Tv --~ -E- 1 for any approach to .r2 .

Then 
p ES

We note no condition is imposed on v(x) at po, qo .

PROOF OF LEMMA I.1. We may assume 0 as otherwise there

is nothing to prove. Let and place 5) over BR with p at the center.
Then by b), D c BR. We may rotate 0 about p so that the gradients of u
and of v coincide in direction. If IVvl I at p we move 5) continuously
so that the origin moves along ~S in the direction 1~1 (see Fig. 2). Since

Figure 2
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on hl there must be a point pi E S at which (after a possible rota-
tion of Ð) Vu = Vv.

Set w = u - v. We may assume w(o) = 0. There cannot hold w - 0 as

ivvl -~ oo at We assert that in the indicated configuration there is an
integer m ~ 2 and a neighbourhood of pi that is divided by (smooth) level
curves w = 0 through pi into 2m distinct regions Ð(1), ..., Ð(2m), and such
that w  0 in Ð(2j), w &#x3E; 0 in 9)(2J I’). The proof of a corresponding assertion
for minimal surfaces given in [6] applies without change to the present situa-
tion and we shall not repeat it here.

We use the same symbols 0(i) to denote the connected components con-
taining these regions, in which w does not change sign.

Denote by r(i) the points of that lie on either r1 or r2. Suppose
r(1) 0, h~2~ n 0, r(3) 0. Then clearly r(4) (see
Figure 3). We conclude either there is a region Ð(2i) with F(2i) r~ 
or there is a region 1)(2i + 1) with 1~~2’ + 1) r~ r1 == 0.

Figure 3

Both cases respond to the same reasoning; it suffices for illustration to
consider the situation 0. Setting

we find immediately

since q &#x3E; 0 and (We note the singularities of v(z) at po, qo
cause no difficulty in (4), as for any function f). The integrand

2 - Annali delta Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa
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on the left side of (4) can however be expressed as an integral of positive
quadratic forms in the components of Vq, and hence (4) implies - 0

in D. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.

To apply Lemma I.1 we need to know conditions under which domains 9)
and corresponding solutions v can exist. From Theorem 1 of [14] we see
that h1, T2 must have curvatures m, &#x3E; 2, "2  2, and thus we are led by
symmetry considerations to a moon domain D as discussed in § III. There

must hold the necessary condition, obtained by integrating (3) over D,

Heuristic considerations indicate that in an extremal situation, r2 will
be concentric with BR and will pass through the center of BR. In this

situation, (5) implies for the radii Ri, R~ of .r1, .r2

with

One verifies after some calculation that if R2(Rl) is determined from (6), (7),
then .R2 (.R1 )  0. Thus, the most favorable geometry occurs if .Rl is as large
as possible. If B, = -1, then (6), (7) become, setting 

which has the solution ,

(9) Ro= 0.5654062332 ....

We refer to the corresponding moon region as Do-
The configuration Do is not permitted in Lemma 1.1; by Theorem 1

of [14] any comparison solution v would be unbounded. We may, however,
choose Ri = § - 8 for any E &#x3E; 0, in which case R2 = Ro -~- r~(E), q (I) - 0
with 8. We show in § III that in the corresponding moon region bounded

comparison solutions always exist. Granting this assertion, we choose for p
a point on the line L of symmetry of D~ and for S the segment on L j oining p
to We obtain

THEOREM 1. Let u(x) be a solution of (3) in a disk BR: There

exists a function ~O) &#x3E; 0, non increasing in R, non decreasing in e and
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finite for 1~ &#x3E; Ro, ~O  .R - .Ro, such that if .I~ &#x3E; Ro there holds

at all points in the disk BR-Ro.
The considerations of § III permit an explicit calculation of a suitable

C(R; (2). We show in § IV that the value .Ro cannot be improved.

II. - Behavior as R - 1.

The proof of Theorem 1 yields information at most in a disk Bl-Ro of
radius 1- Ro~0.434. We proceed to establish a bound in any fixed BR,
as 1-~ --~ 1.

II .1. - An upper bound can be found explicitly if 1~ &#x3E; ( 1-E- We

obtain it by comparing the solution with a rotationally symmetric solution
of the same equation.

LEMMA 11.1. - There exists a unique (rotationally symmetric) solution 
of (3), defined in the annulus A,,: 8 1- E, such that 1 on

the bounding circles Fe, F1-e of and such that ~~~~ = 0 on In any

f ixed BR, y~~E~(x) tends uniformly to the lower hemisphere V(x) = 1- 1/1- r2
as E - 0.

The proof of the lemma is a formal exercise and we suppress details.
A typical y~~8~(x) is indicated in Figure 4. The most general y~~~~(x) can be
determined explicitly in terms of elliptic integrals.

Figure 4
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THEOREM 2. Let u(x) be a solution of (3) in Bz, .R &#x3E; l(l + .Ro), and sup-
pose u(O) = 0. There exists a continuous decreasing function defined in
!(1 + Ro)  I with 0’(1) = 0, such that u(x) ~ + a(B) throughout Bn.

PROOF. By Theorem 1, there holds C(R; e) in Be, for any
8  R- Ro. Hence

in Be.
Choose 8 in the range 1 2013 JR  a  ~(1 2013 jRo). Then and

on Fe.
We show first u(x) ~ ~~8~(x) + e) throughout For if there were

an open set A c As in which u &#x3E; y~~~ + 8C(R; 8) we set

and find

As in the proof of Lemma I.1, we are led to a contradiction because of the
boundary condition for 1jJ(e). Thus

in defining y~~8~ (x ) = 0 in (12) will then hold a fortiori throughout Bl-s.
Now let s - 1 - R ; we obtain in the limit

throughout Writing

we obtain

the result to be proved.
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II.2. - We obtain a lower bound by an indirect reasoning. Consider a

sequence of domains and a corresponding sequence of solutions
uj(x) in We may suppose = 0, all j.

Using Theorem 1, we conclude there is a subsequence-which we again
denote by converges in to a solution of (3).

Denote by d the set of all points in Bl at which some subsequence of
the Ui will converge to a finite limit. Let Then in particular,
ni(x) &#x3E; - K &#x3E; - c)o for some subsequence. But by Theorem 2, uj(x) is

bounded above in From the Harnack inequality (see Serrin [15]) we
conclude there is a disk DK(X) centered at x and of radius not depending on j,
such that uj(x) &#x3E; - K - 1 in A particular consequence is that J

is open.
Let v cc 4. Then v can be covered by a finite number of disks

i =1, , .. , m. Thus, there is a subsequence such that I 
 Ky o0 on v.

Let Vk be the set of points x E J whose distance from ad exceeds 11k.
The general gradient estimates imply that each corresponding sequence uk
is equicontinuous in Hence a subsequence uj can be found that con-
verges in all of d, uniformly in each vk, I to a solution U(x) of (3) in J.

Clearly, U(x)  1p(x) in J.
Let p I be a sequence of points such that and and

suppose U(p ~) &#x3E; - .K &#x3E; - oo for all 1. For each p, there is an index jo(l)
such that for Applying again the Harnack in-

equality, y we find pz is the center of a disk DK(pl), I of radius og depending
only on K and on p (and not in which u’ (x) &#x3E; - .K -1 for j 
Choosing I sufficiently large that and then j &#x3E; j,(I), we find
uJ(p) &#x3E; - .K -1, and hence p E J. We conclude that if p E B1 r~ ad then
lim U(x) = - oo for any approach to p from within J.

We have U(o) _ (o) = 0. Thus the set 41 c 4 defined by U(x) -
- y(x) &#x3E; -1 is non empty; by the above remarks, the function

is a continuous Lipschitz function in As, and

The second integral on the right is non positive, as q &#x3E; 0 and v. T1p(s) ~ 12
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v - T U  1 on We have also, by Theorem 2 and by the properties of 1jl(e),

since C 1; here C is independent of E.
Letting E - 0 we find Ag - Bl, and

Once again, the integrand is non negative and vanishes only if Vq = 0.
We conclude == in the component J(’) of j containing the origin.

Since Z7(x) - - 00 at any boundary point of J(O) interior to B1, we conclude
also d == Bi. With a standard reasoning we now obtain

THEOREM 3. There exists a function defined in and

satisfying  1, and a f unction or*(R; defined in q;(R)  .R C 1

and satisfying lim a*(R; R) = 0, such that if u(x) is a solution of (3) in B.
R---&#x3E;1

and u(O) == 0, then lu(x)  P) in Bit.
That is, if .R is close to 1, a solution of (3) in BR cannot differ significantly

from a lower hemisphere in compact subdomains.
We note Theorem 3 does not include Theorem 2, as the bound given in

Theorem 2 is uniform throughout B . It seems dubious that a bound of that

type would hold from below.
The methods of this section extend without essential change to any

number n of dimensions. The results, however, y depend on Theorem 1, the

proof of which does not seem to extend as given.

III. - Existence of the comparison surfaces.

We establish here the existence of the surfaces w(z) in domains D~, on
which the discussion in § I is based.

THEOREM 4. Let D be a moon domain (see Figure 1), satisfying the neces-
sary condition

and for which the respective radii R1, .R2 satisfy Rl  2 , .R2 &#x3E; ~ . Then the
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problem

has a (bounded) solutions v(x), unique up to an additive constant.
We shall reduce the proof of Theorem 4 to the general existence results

of [20]. We introduce first some notation.

For any function in an open set A we define

If flDul we say that u E B V(A), the space of functions of bounded
A

variation over A. B V(A) is a Banach space with the norm

If 99B is the characteristic function of a Borel set E, we call f ID99_,l the
A

perimeter of E in A; if A = Rn we refer to the perimeter peE) of E. Sets
with finite perimeter will be called Caccioppoli sets.

For detailed background information we refer the reader to [22, 21].
We remark that if the boundary aE of E is a piecewise smooth curve, then
the perimeter of E is the length of the part of E that lies in A.

We shall obtain the solution to (18) as a minimum for the functional

We wish to apply the results of [20], Chapter 4. To do so, we must show
there is a positive constant ao such that for every Caccioppoli set E c D
we have

It suffices to prove

we obtain the remaining inequality by replacing E by D - E and using (17 ) .
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Since every Caccioppoli set can be approximated by piecewise regular
sets (see [22]), it suffices to prove (21) for sets E with piecewise smooth
boundary. For such sets (21) reads

where

We observe also that we can always suppose otherwise we

could add to E an s-neighbourhood of Ti:

and then pass to the limit as e -&#x3E; 0+.

We may now note that for fixed the quantity attains its

minimum when a2E is an arc of a circle passing through the endpoints
of and it will suffice to prove (22) for that configuration.

Consider the situation in Figure 5. Here d is a fixed number, 0 C d C 2 ,

Figure 5

and a circle passing through the points p and q is determined by the posi-
tion of its center on the t axis (note that in Figure 5 we have t  0). We
denote by I(t) the length of the arc r and by A (t ) the area of the region ,~.
We have
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and

If we set

we find

Thus f’= 0 only at t = to = -~/1 - d2. The function f(t) is illustrated in

Figure 6.

Figure 6

Let tl and t2 be the values corresponding to the radii .Rl and R2 of D.
The necessary condition (17) becomes

To satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4~we must have
For tl  we have

Further
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The proof of (22) now reduces to showing

for every t, t1 c t c t2 . ..
We obtain this inequality from

LEMMA III.L. Let f(t) be a C(l) f unction in the interval [t,. satisfying (25)
and (26), and let g(t) be a Lipschitz- continuous function, with g(tl) = g(t2) = 0.
Then there exists a positive ao such that

for every t, 

PROOF. Since f’(t1) &#x3E; 0, there exist 81&#x3E; 0 and tl &#x3E; t1 such that

and hence

Similarly, we have

Let m &#x3E; f (tl) be the minimum of f (t) in the interval [t1, t2], let M and L
be the maximum of and the Lipschitz constant of g, respectively. Then (28)
will hold if ao is chosen so that

which proves the lemma, and hence also (20).
We can now apply the results of [20], Chapter 4, which yield the existence

of a minimum for the functional (19). The singularities of aD cause no

essential difficulty, as one sees by a simple modification of the reasoning
in § 4E. The minimizing function u(x) is unique up to an additive constant
and is bounded and regular in D. It remains only to show that the boundary
data are achieved strictly.

Let us start with 1-’1. Since
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we can suppose in D. On the other hand, for positive functions vex)
we have

and thus the function u ( x ) minimizes the functional

in the class

where B2 denotes the ball of radius R2.
It follows as in [23] that the set

minimizes the functional

in the sense that for every set V which coincides with U outside some

compact set and which contains we have

This means that U minimizes the functional (33) in B2 X R+, with obstacle
From a result of Miranda [24] there follows that a U

is a C~1~ surface in a neighbourhood of L. On the other hand, since u &#x3E; 1
in D, 2 U contains at least the vertical surface T1 X (0, 1). This implies

and establishes the first of the boundary conditions in (18). To

obtain the other one, we note that since u(x) is bounded (say u  M) the
function u minimizes also the functional
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among all functions vEBV(D), v c .lVl. ’Ve can then repeat the previous
reasoning, obtaining the regularity at r2.

IV. - Ro is best possible.

LEMMA IV.1. Let B, be a ball of radius .R centered at 0, and let B be
If .R C Ro, the set E

is the unique minimum for the functional

where

Figure 7

PROOF. It is equivalent to show that B is the unique minimum of

in the class
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As in the proof of Theorem 4, it suffices to compare B with domains E

that coincide with B outside BR and are bounded by a circular arc passing
through the endpoints of r1.

If 1~ is the circular arc bounding E one has to show that

unless E = B.

We consider separately two cases.

(I) [B[. In this case the arc r lies in B and one verifies readily
(using the function (23) f(t)) that (36) holds.

(II) Let Bo be a ball concentric with BR and with radius Ro,
and let p’, q’ be the intersections of aBo with aB. Let 

Let E’ be the domain coinciding with B outside BR, bounded by a
circular arc T’ passing through p’ and q’, and such that IEl = JEJ. We
then have

On the other hand, since we have (cf.
Figure 7)

On the other hand

and hence (37), (38) imply (36). This proves the lemma.

To show .Ro is best possible, we set

and, for ~=1,2,..., let
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Let uk minimize the functional

in the class

The sequence u,, is obviously nondecreasing; proceeding as in [25], we
conclude that the set

minimizes Hence from Lemma IV. 1 we have P = E, and therefore
o E ap.

Suppose there exist B &#x3E; 0 and 1~  oo such that

Then if 0 E P, the ball -I would lie in P ; if we would have

P r~ B. = 0. In either case 0 ~ aP, a contradiction. Thus, the sequence Uk
cannot have bounded gradient in any neighborhood of 0.
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